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Breaking
the code
A GROUP of self-confessed computer geeks have
designed a video game which includes a lesson on how
it was created.
Friends Adrian Killens, Dean Edis and Andy Cardy
are the brains behind Lunar Panda, a jetpack-wearing
cartoon character who has to be guided by players to
make safe landings.
Based on the 70s’ classic Lunar Lander, they hope the
game will inspire youngsters to become interested in
computer programming.
Also known as coding, it is the art of devising a set of
commands, using code, which a computer will follow
to perform specific functions.
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Mr Killens, 34, who lives in The Causeway, Godmanchester,
Dean and Andy all get together about once a month and play old-school
video games.
“We all work in IT and wrote the video game between us. It was something we’d all always wanted to do.”
Mr Killens is a freelance test analyst, currently working for airline
easyJet, while Mr Edis and Mr Cardy both work for Global Graphics in
Cambourne. They also recruited artist Jose Cubero, from Barcelona, who
came up with the design for the panda.

CODERS: The Lunar Panda team (from left)
Andy Cardy, Adrian Killens and Dean Edis.
A
As well as creating the game, the pals were keen to
rev
reveal exactly how they had done it, having learned
a llot from their own experiences growing up with
ZX Spectrums and Commodore 64s.
T
They were also inspired by the Raspberry Pi Founda
dation, a charity which last year launched a small
co
computer designed to encourage people to experime
ment with programming.
“With an Xbox or an iPad you just put in a disc and that’s it,” said Mr
Killens. “Computer lessons in schools seem more intent on teaching pupils
about spread sheets and no one really needs to know how a computer works
on a technical level in order to play Call of Duty or update a Facebook
status.” To help redress the balance, their game, available for the PC and
the Raspberry Pi, also includes the full code and a tutorial on how it was
put together.
INFORMATION: Anyone interested can access a free download at
www.GimpySoftware.com

ST IVES

GOLF CLUB: Golfers will be able to test their skills
at St Ives Golf Club next month and help Huntingdon
Rotary Club raise money for charity.
The Texas Scramble event, which is taking place on
Wednesday, June 5, begins at 12.30pm when the first
players will tee off from the first and 10th tees. The
evening will end with a two-course meal starting at
7.30pm. The cost for a team of four players is £150,
while corporate teams are £180, including sponsorship
of one hole where the company can advertise its
business. Individuals can also enter for £40 per person.
There will be prizes for first (man and woman), second
and third places, as well as nearest the pin and longest
drive.
INFORMATION: For more details contact Mike Fowler
on 01480 417001 or e-mail mike@michaelfowler.plus.com.
HUNTINGDON

STREET THEATRE: An interactive street theatre
show that raises awareness of male emotional
difficulties will be in Huntingdon on Friday (May 17).
Mental health charity Mind in Cambridgeshire has
joined forces with theatre company Nasu Enzuru to
stage the show, The Silence of the Man. It will be
performed by professional actors and is based on real
life experiences of people who have experienced mental
distress. Jenny Swain from Mind in Cambridgeshire
said: “The aim of this production is to raise awareness
of some of the reasons why men can find it so difficult
to talk about their feelings but also to get everyone
– male or female – to start thinking about their own
mental health and wellbeing.”
INFORMATION: The Silence of the Man will take
place from 11am to 2pm in Chequers Court.
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